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The main results of the USSR neutron data activities

in 1986 - 1987

V.H. Manokhin

Introduction.

This report gives a review of the main results of neutron da-

ta activities in the USSR and CJD's activity in 1986 - 1987.

A leading objective of neutron data activity in the USSR is as

before the supplying of nuclear power engeneering by neutron data.

This activity remains actual and is conducted in the following di-

rections :

- precise measurements of the most important cross sections;

- experimental and theoretical investigation of nuclear struc-

ture and nuclear reaction mechanism and development of model repre-

sentations, which can meet practical demands from point of view of

reliability;

- development of evaluation methods, evaluation of nuclear data

and further development national evaluated data library.

Experimental neutron data.

1. llovrdays the experimental neutron data library of the USSR

area contains 900 works. During two years the TRAITS 4060 - 4066

are transmitted which contains 64 new works and 137 corrected works,

2. The measurements of the'most important nuclear data are con -

tinued in Institute of Physics and Power Engeneering, Institute of

Huclear Investigations of AH USSR, Radium Institute, Institute of

Atomic Energy and so on. The results are published in the journals

"Atomnaya Energia", "Yadernaya Fizika" and "Voprosy Atomnoi ITauki

i Techniki", Series "Yadernye Constanty". The titles of some im -

portant works are given in the referencies / 1 - 13 / of Appendix.

3. Recently the essential work has been carried out in the CJD

on data processing procedure. The computational format has been de-

velopped for presentation of experimental and evaluated cross sec -

tion data. The programmes are written and put into operation for

data transmission from the EXFOR and ENDP formats into computatio-

nal format and for data input to plotter.

We think to form in the computational format temporary data ba-

ses for practical tasks (evaluations, theoretical calculations and

so on).
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In this connections the possibility of adaption of the format

to new data types is envisaged.

Bibliographic data.

1. The technology of checking the CI1TDA data input in Reader

Format is realized.

The work on development of the technology of data input into

Master File is progres. The first half of next year it is suppo -

sed to prepare and send to EDS the magnetic tape with CIUDA data

file for direct inclusion into MASTER FILE. So as the results ha-

ving been approved by NDS, the CJD could begin symmetrical 4- lat-

teral CIITOA data exchange.

2. In 1986 - 1987 the CJD transmitted into EDS the 9270 CIEDA

records. The most part of these records contains the replacement

of CCP - codes by LAB - codes and other kinds of corrections, ITew

information is put into 370 records. The CJD carried out the check

and correction of four CIHDA data sets transmitted from KUDC. The

work on link of CI2JDA - entries with E2FOR - entries are under way.

Evaluated neutron data.

1• In FEI the library of the recommended evaluated neutron data

files (BROI-ID) is formed. The library contains full neutron data files
—5

in the neutron energy range of 10 ev - 20 Mev for main technologi-

cal, structural and fuel reactor materials, for radiation shielding

materials, for materials of air, soil, biological tissue. The fissi-

on products,' neutron data of which are given in the library, proviue

more 80% of radiative capture of fission product mixture in any re -

actor. The neutron data files of the main fuel, structural and tech-

nological reactor materials, and also of the most important fission

products are formed on the base of the recent evaluations, made in

FEI, IJE AIT BSSR and TU of Dresden. The data recommended by IAEA

are adopted for the isotopes used as neutron standards. For other

materials those available foreign files has been adopted which data

were more reliable in soviet specialists opinion. The resolved and

unresolved resonance regions have been replaced in the most of files

the results of recent soviet evaluations.

All the evaluated neutron data library files were checked on the

format and physical consistency of included data and transmitted in-

to group representation by means of GRUCON and UJOY programmes.
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The Nuclear Data Comission of GKAE recommended the Library as

a "base of development of the advanced neutron constant systems

for neutron calculations in various scientific and engeneering re-

gions. The cal culat ional accuracy given by the use of the library

requires the check by means of comparison of calculational results

with experimental data obtained in reference experiments on criti-

cal assemblies, reactors and facilities for shielding study and

so on.

As new neutron information and the results of library test are

appeared it is supposed to reexamine the data for the main reactor

and shield materials, to wide the list of nuclei, which data must

be presented in the library, and the list of data (for example, to

include gamma - production data in neutron reactions and so on ).

2, At the time being the work on evaluation of curium isotopes,

nitrogen, niobium, zirconium is under way, A number of articles on

nuclear data evaluation is publiched in "Yademye Konstanty" and in

"Atomnaya Snergia".

3, The testing of the data files for iron, cromium and nickel

has been carried out on the base of the results of integral measu-

rements on critical assemblies. Preliminary results displayed a

good quality of CJD' full files of the materials mentioned.

4, A new version of threshold reaction cross sections library

(30SP0R-86) is prepared. The number of isotopes has been increased,

some data reexamined, uncertainty values added. Some threshold re -

action cross sections from 30SP0R have been included as curves with

related tables into Handbook on Nuclear Activation Data.

Theoretical work in CJD.

Along with nuclear data evaluation CJD pays a considerable at -

tention to improvement of theoretical models, used for nuclear re -

action cross section analysis. One can point out three main direc-

tions of these works. Above all this is developments of consistent

description of nuclear level density in r.dde energy excitation ran-

ge. Main problems of such description are connected with taking in-

to account shell, superfluid and collective effects, and were ana -

lysed in /19/ for structural material nuclei. At the present time

the development of this direction is aimed to combine statistical

description, working well at excitation energy above several Mev,
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with, combinatorial calculational methods, describing properly ob-

servable spectra of nuclear low lying levels. The second direction

of theoretical works is connected with development of unified op -

tical model. The key issues here are the taking into account of

strong couple of many channels and correct partition of compound

and direct process contributions, including direct multistep tran-

sitions. The taking into account of many channels is important al-

so for analysis of intermediate structure of neutron cross sec -

tions and consistent description of neutron strength functions.

The third direction is aimed to improvement of pre equilibrium nuc-

lear decay model. The works are concentrated, firstly, on separa -

tion of direct process contribution in inelastic scattering reac -

tions, in the charge exchange and charged particle knock - out re-

actions; secondly, on obtaining correct microscopic description of

n - quaziparticle excitations and formfactors for particles emit -

ted in decay, For verification of theoretical models a variety of

experimental data on neutron threshold reaction excitation func -

tions and particle spectra are used,

A number of results is given in the reports submitted to Kiev

conference this year.

W R E I? D A.

The analysis of the USSR requests in the list WRENDA - 83/84

has been made for the next issue of the list. The 14 request we-

re removed as fulfilld or duplicated. In soviet specialists opini-

on the required accuracies are not achieved in other cases.

C J Dr3 organization work.

1. Early 1986 the meeting on nuclear data of representatives of

the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance countries was conve -

ned. The reports submitted has been published in Yadernye Kons-

tanty.

2. CJD took active part in formation of program and conducting

the IAEA Interregional Training Courses in Riga. The 5 lectu -

res were delivered by CJD's coworkers.

3* The CJD's coworkers participated in organization of the Ull-

Union Symposium on ITuclear Fission (Obninsk, June 1987).
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P U B L I C A T I O N S ,

1. The following works has been published in VAHT (Yadernye

Konstanty Series).

1.1. The collection of works containing the results of

data analysis, fulfilled by soviet specialists (Jssue 4,

1985).

1.2. A number of works on the neutron data evaluation ( see

references / 1 4 - 1 8 / in Appendix )•

1.3. The proposals on END? format modification for presentati-

on of data in the unresolved resonance region (Issue 1,

1986 ).

2. CJD submitted 9 reports to International Conference on ITeutron

Physics.
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The works on measurements and evaluation of

neutron data in 1986 - 1987

1. Bokhovko 11,7. f Kazakov L.B., Kononov V.ET, et al.

Measurement of neutron radiative capture cross sections for W

isotopes in the energy range 5 - 400 kev. - In: VANT, Ser. Ya-

dernye Konstanty, 1986, issue 1, p. 39.

2. Kazakov L.3., Bokhovko M.V., Timokhov V.M., Voevodskij A.A.

Measurements of neutron radiative capture cross sections for

^ U in the energy range 4 - 460 kev, - In: VA1TT, Ser. Yader -

nye Eonstanty, 1986, issue 3, p. 37.

3. Goverdovskijj A.A., Gordjjushin A.K., Kuz'minov B.D. et al.

Measurement of fission cross sections of heavy nuclei induced

by 16 Mev neutrons, - Atomnaya Energia, 1986, v. 60, p. 416,

4. Pursov B.I,, Baranov E.Yu., Klemyshev M.P. et al.

Measurement of J U fission cross section in the neutron ener-

gy range 0.06 - 7.4 Mev. - Atomnaya Energia, 1986, v. 61, p.383.

5. Kozharin B.3., Kovalenko S.S., Selitskij Yu.A. et al.

Thermal neutron fission cross section and fission resonance in-

tegral of ^'Np. - Atomnaya Energia, 1986, v. 60, p. 419.

6. Goverdovskiy A.A., Gord.jushin A.K., Kuzminov B.D. et al.

Measurement of fission cross section ratio of J Th and JJXS in

the neutron energy range 5 - 1 0 Mev. - Atomnaya Snergia, 1986,

v. 61, p. 380.

7. Fomushkin 3.?., ITovoselov G.P., Vinogradov Yu.I. et al.
243The fast neutron fission cross section of ^Cm. - Atoranaya

Snergia, 1987, v. 62, p. 278.

8. ?omushkin 3.3?., Uovoselov G.P., Yinogradov Yu.I. et al.
24.7

Measurement of fission cross section energy dependence of Cm

in the neutron energy range 0.02 - 3.0 Liev. - Atomnaya Energia,

1987, v. 62, p. 279.
9. Vorotnikov P.E., Dmitriev 5.V. et al.

?4.1
Intermediate structure in ^ Am fission cross section induced
by 0.08 MeV - 1.3 MeV neutrons. - Yadernaya Pizika, 1986, v.44,

p. 1403.
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10, Goverdovskij A.A., Gordjushin A.K., Kuz'minov B.D. et al.

Measurement of fission cross section ratio of ^ U and 2-^U j_n
the neutron energy range 4 - 1 1 MeV. - Atomnaya 3nergia, 1985,

v. 59, p. 429.

11. Pursov B.I., Klemyshev M.P., Samylin B.P. et al.

Measurement of fission cross section ratio of ^ U and -^U in

the neutron energy range 0.34 - 7.4 MeV. - Atomnaya Energia,

1985, v. 59, p. 284.

12. Adamchuk Yu. V., Voskanjan M.A., Muradjan G.V.,Shchepkin Yu.G.
239Measurement of alpha valus on ^*Tu resonances. - Atomnaja

Energia, 1986, v.61, p.199.

13. Korzh I.A., Measurement and analysis of neutron scattering

cross section on structural materials in the neutron energy

range 0.5 - 9.0 MeV - In: VA1IT, Ser. Yaderaye Konstanty, 1987,

issue 1, p. 18.

14. Ignatjuk A.V., Maslov V.M.

Consistent neutron cross section evaluation of Cm. - In:

VANT, Ser. Yadernye Konstanty, 1986, issue 4, p. 43.

15. Pursov B.I., Kud.jaev G.A., Smirenkin G.E.

Past neutron fission cross section of curium isotopes. In: VA1TT,

Ser. Yadernye Konstanty, 1986, issue 4, p. 37.

16. Pronjaev 7 .G., Ignatjuk A.V.-

Reevaluation of iron neutron cross sections. - In: VA1TT, Ser.

Yadernye Konstanty, 1986, issue 4, p. 51.

17. Ignatjuk A.V., Kravchenko I.V., Hanturov G.N.

The library of recommended evaluated neutron cross sections for

the most important fission products. In: VA2TT, Ser. Yadernye Kons-

tanty, 1987, issue 1, p. 3.

18. Kon'shin V.A., Salakhov U.K.

Evaluation of averaged resonance parameters of J3U, Pu isotopes
241and Am on the base of data in resolved resonance region. In:

VAXTT, Ser. Yadernye Konstanty, 1986, issue 3, p. 46.

19. Blokhin A.I., Ignatjuk A.V. Consistent description of the neut -

ron spectra and excitation functions of threshold reactions on

structural materials. Report, presented to CRP Meeting on Methods

of ITuclear data calculation for structural materials (Bologna,1986)


